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About This Game

Snail Trek - Chapter 2: A Snail Of Two Worlds is the second in a series of "20 minute adventures" where you take on the
role of a crew of snails on a journey to a new home world.

In the style of the early Sierra Online adventure games, Snail Trek has colorful EGA-ish graphics and a text parser interface.
Relive the nostalgia in these bite-sized adventures - but without all the pain. Autosaves, a text parser with auto-suggest, and

puzzles with no dead ends, all combine to bring this old genre into the modern era.

In Chapter 2, you are fighting for your survival on an alien world. With the odds against you and your crew, will you be able to
use your wit and grit to persevere and find safety? And will you solve the mysteries behind your predicament and what it means

for your civilization?

Key Features

 Switchable characters (new for chapter 2!) - solve puzzles by having the snails work together.

 Autosaves - no need to save every few minutes (though you still can if you want).

 A text parser with both auto-suggest and auto-correct - fat finger your way to puzzle glory (but you can turn them off if
you want to suffer more greatly).
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 A text parser that understands what objects are in front of you, so you can be lazy and just type things like 'get' or 'look'.

 CRT emulation mode that gives those pixels an ever-so-slightly fuzzy look.

 A stereophonic score.

 Cute snails.

 Deaths (but hey, autosaves).

 No dead ends! Puzzle your way around with impunity!

 Widescreen aspect ratio, since monitors are more rectangular now.
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Title: Snail Trek - Chapter 2: A Snail Of Two Worlds
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Phil Fortier
Publisher:
Phil Fortier
Franchise:
Snail Trek
Release Date: 12 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 3000 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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https:\/\/youtu.be\/rVl5Ry1oRE0

An interesting concept for a puzzle platformer. Your objective is to move your orb through various levels of corridors, spikes,
bombs and other obstacles until you reach the exit. The game is simple in concept and entertaining to play but it does come with
some issues:

- Audio is loud and volume cannot be adjusted
- In game text (tips) are almost non-visible
- Respawn\/quit are in awful positions for a game that relies on clicking around fast paced. Many accidental quits
- Game auto sets to full screen when going into options menu
- Possibly relates to the non visible text, but in game objects and items (different bombs, the weird save point ball for examples)
aren't explained well
- Soundtrack does not cycle. Only changes when you go into the options and you select a new song

It has interesting level lay outs and puzzle setup. There are many areas that will test your reflexes and possibly your patience.
Comes with a hard mode for each level to test out your skills and give it more replay ability. It can be a fun time killer, but
definitely has room for improvment. Since its on sale and sure it will be on sale many other times, I will recommend it since its
only a few dollars.. i just cant get why the makers have to make normal WASD move change , and i cant change control keys

but i have to say its a cheap and relaxing game , and if you can get used to its way of moving , it should be a nice fun game . (
sadly , i cant ). Dead community. Even after they moved to steam.....
Except that there is no real long time motivation, because you may think of a cool ship desgin and build it but its
simply♥♥♥♥♥♥when someone comes with a hyperfast ship with auto missles.
KI is really stupid so it isnt really fun to fight them.
The Shipdesign Tool is a kind of frustrating.

!!!!!!!!! DONT BUY THIS♥♥♥♥♥♥!!!!!!!!!!!!! It might look like fun but it isnt
. looks like another pay to win game.

most trading card pay. VR does not make a bad game good! (Here is my video review if that is your preferred medium.) 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/amVnDOhxtT8 This is a game that has three things: Zombies, Shooting, and.... I lied, it only has two things.
I'm so ready for the trend of bad games coming out that try and hack it with the addition of VR support tacked on. This game is
so dull that it doesn't even make you replay from the start of the stage when you die. There is no menu or quit option, meaning
you have to alt tab out and close from the task bar when done - which will be in 10 min or less. There are multiple on rails stages
that drop you at certain points and then you shoot rapidly shambling zombies in basketball jerseys. The game is dull to look at,
dull to play and dull. Don't waste your time or money on this title.. I played the trial of this game many years ago back as a kid
when it was on big fish games before it was removed, and I loved it but couldn't remember the name.
Then I found it again on steam, and it's even better now!
It's interesting and fairly lengthy. If you enjoy board games then I would recommend it.
It is a bit pricey considering how old it is though.
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This app does a very good job at keeping my drivers up to date. I did notice that one of the driver updates the program executed
was not compatible with my gaming laptop. Keep that in mind. I will say there will be a few people where this program will not
work with. Needless to say it is a great one stop shop to update your computer.. good game, i love gameplay how in this game=).
The developer called me an idiot buy this game.. Well made simple FPS game. Single player involves taking control points in
wide open maps. Kind of like Battlefield conquest just in single player. Story is as generic as it gets. Something about a war
against communists over fuel. It was fun and short, about 4.5 hrs. Multiplayer doesn't work anymore so all you are getting is the
single player.. never in my life did i play a more uninspired, ugly, broken game. this is just broken. not broken in a way that
"you can't play it literally" but broken in such a way that it just a chore to play through this♥♥♥♥♥♥ and i did play the original
trilogy of conflict and was wondering why this one is getting the overwhelmingly negative rating on steam. and now, i know.
stay the hell away!. Lots of fun also I WANT THE FRENCH ALREADY. This beatiful game has made me speechless. I haven't
gotten to the infamous Level 3 quite yet because my crappy computer isn't good enough to handle the game so I don't know how
truly "impossible" that level is but I'd rate this a 10 out of 10 would recommend.. I really enjoyed this game. It was a little
different from alot of the hidden object-point & click games. The differences were a welcome change. Would recommend this
game to any one who enjoys these type of games.. I don't even use this costume, just felt like giving $$ for this amazing game
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